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Officials and community mark
Armenian Genocide 
Remembrance Day

Laval launches Phase II 
of its ‘Biotech City’ 

science park project

Laval holds its 
first-ever  summit  on 
diversity and 

ethnocultural
inclusion

FAYÇAL EL-KHOURY
MP FOR LAVAL-LES ÎLES

faycal.el-khouryc1@parl.gc.ca

ANNIE KOUTRAKIS
MP FOR VIMY

annie.koutrakis@parl.gc.ca

Happy Rosh Hashanah
to the Jewish Community of Laval.

May the new year 5781 be filled with 
health,happiness and prosperity !

We will never forget 
April 24, 1915

the inhuman anniversary of 
The Armenian Genocide!
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MARTIN C. BARRY
marty@newsfirst.ca

Officials and community mark Armenian Genocide 
Remembrance Day
U.S. announces recognition of historic tragedy on 106th anniversary of its start

U.S. president Joe Biden’s historic declaration last 
Saturday that the Ottoman Empire’s systematic 
killing and deportation of 1.5 million Armenians 
in the early 20th century was a genocide came 
just a few hours before Montreal-area Armenians 
gathered at the Armenian monument on the edge 
of Autoroute 440 in Laval to mark Armenian 
Genocide Remembrance Day.

Official U.S. position
The mid-afternoon event drew not only people 

of all ages from the Armenian community, but also 
many elected officials from the federal, provincial 
and municipal governments.

Biden’s declaration, which now reflects the official 
U.S. government position, came after five succes-
sive U.S. presidents danced for decades around the 
Armenian issue, while specifically avoiding use of 
the word “genocide.”

Most observers have seen this long-standing 
non-commitment as the result of the U.S. govern-
ment’s not wanting to alienate its long-time ally, 
Turkey, which succeeded the Ottoman Empire 
after World War I.

A strategic decision
Since the end of World War II, the Americans 

have maintained a U.S. Air Force presence of 5,000 
personnel at Incirlik Air Base in Turkey (which 
has been a NATO ally since 1952), and the U.S. 
continues to value the base for its strategic place-
ment between the Middle East and Europe.

According to the U.S.-based Armenian National 
Institute, at least 30 countries have now recog-
nized the Armenian genocide. However, the United 
Nations has yet to do so. The UN’s position is that 
it does not comment on events which took place 
before its founding in 1945.

Laval’s support for Armenians
Laval, which is home to a sizeable community 

of Armenians, has been at the forefront in taking 
positions with regards to Armenia’s past and more 
recent history. The Armenian genocide monument 
was erected on a small parcel of land donated by 
the City of Laval.

As well, in 2004, former Laval-Centre MP 
Madeleine Dalphond-Guiral successfully guided 
the adoption of a motion in the House of 
Commons overwhelmingly acknowledging the 
1915 Armenian genocide while condemning it as 
a massive crime.

And last year, when a jurisdictional dispute 
between Azerbaijan and Artsakh escalated into 
warfare, Laval became the first Canadian city to 
pass a resolution expressing recognition for the 
independence of the predominantly Armenian-
populated Artsakh, which is supported by the 
Republic of Armenia.

Overdue acknowledgment
In an interview with the Laval News, Maher 

Karakashian, chairman of the Armenian National 
Committee of Canada, noted that last year the U.S. 
Senate and the House of Representatives recog-
nized the Armenian genocide. It remained only 
for the country’s president to follow. No American 
president had referred to the Armenian genocide 
since Ronald Regan during the 1980s.

“We’ll see in the future if it will have repercussions 
with the superpowers of the world,” Karakashian 
said. “Both morally and politically, this puts pres-
sure on Turkey. Because Turkey being a member 
or NATO, and NATO being led by the United 
States, there will be pressure. Although I see today 
that Ankara again officially objected or refused 
this recognition.”

Support from local MPs

Laval-Les Îles MP Fayçal El-Khoury, who 
attended the ceremony with fellow-MP Annie 
Koutrakis,(photo above),  said the U.S. govern-
ment’s statement was important not only for 
Armenians, but for justice as a whole.

“I and my colleague, Annie, will always stand up 
for the Armenian cause, just as we do for the Greek 
cause because they are so similar,” he said, alluding 
to the oppression the two peoples suffered under 
Ottoman rule.

“I would like to congratulate the entire Armenian 
community worldwide for the announcement and 
position taken by President Biden – I believe that 
it was a long time coming,” said Koutrakis. “As 
my colleague Fayçal mentioned, being of Hellenic 
origin, this is a cause that is especially close to 
my heart.

“For, as you may know, as Greeks, we also have 
struggled to get the Pontic genocide, or even the 
greater Greek genocide, recognized worldwide, 
and we will continue towards that,” she added. 
“We share a history with our Armenian brothers 
and sisters. The Armenian community is very close 
and in my heart.”

Armenian Orthodox Church clergy perform religious rites during a ceremony held last Saturday in 
Laval to mark Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day. (Photo: Martin C. Barry, Newsfirst Multimedia)
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Statement by President Joe Biden 
on Armenian Remembrance Day, APRIL 24, 2021

Each year on this day, we remember the lives of all those who died in the 
Ottoman-era Armenian genocide and recommit ourselves to preventing such 
an atrocity from ever again occurring. Beginning on April 24, 1915, with the 
arrest of Armenian intellectuals and community leaders in Constantinople 
by Ottoman authorities, one and a half million Armenians were deported, 
massacred, or marched to their deaths in a campaign of extermination. We 
honor the victims of the Meds Yeghern so that the horrors of what happened 
are never lost to history. And we remember so that we remain ever-vigilant 
against the corrosive influence of hate in all its forms.

 Of those who survived, most were forced to find new homes and new lives 
around the world, including in the United States. With strength and resil-
ience, the Armenian people survived and rebuilt their community. Over the 
decades Armenian immigrants have enriched the United States in countless 
ways, but they have never forgotten the tragic history that brought so many 
of their ancestors to our shores. We honor their story. We see that pain. We 
affirm the history. We do this not to cast blame but to ensure that what hap-
pened is never repeated.

 Today, as we mourn what was lost, let us also turn our eyes to the future—
toward the world that we wish to build for our children. A world unstained by 
the daily evils of bigotry and intolerance, where human rights are respected, 
and where all people are able to pursue their lives in dignity and security. 
Let us renew our shared resolve to prevent future atrocities from occurring 
anywhere in the world. And let us pursue healing and reconciliation for all 
the people of the world. 

 The American people honor all those Armenians who perished in the geno-
cide that began 106 years ago today.
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Covid-19 an educational catastrophe for 
disadvantaged kids
200,000 young people have lost complete touch with their schools

There are fewer students at my school this year. There are also 
fewer disciplinary issues, but it has become even more difficult 

to establish and maintain contact with our at-risk students and 
their families. I didn’t realize until recently, however, that this is a 
global issue.
There’s no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted student 
learning. A recent UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization) report states that in every part of the 
world, student achievement has been negatively impacted by school 
closures and reliance on remote learning.
A CBC feature pointed out that at least six per cent of students in 
Canada have no access to online learning and that 200,000 young 
people have lost touch with their schools. Globally, the number is 
estimated to be 12 million but it’s difficult to determine if that’s 
accurate.
This issue is being examined by the Institute for 21st Century 
Questions. The institute states, “This is arguably the most under-
appreciated, time-urgent catastrophe of the entire pandemic period. 
If these children are not found and reintegrated into schooling with 
the greatest possible speed, they simply cannot succeed.”
UNESCO recognizes that many students have been able to continue 
learning throughout this crisis but learning inequalities have clearly 
been exacerbated. The students in Canada and around the world 
who were already disadvantaged have fallen further behind.
We now have several pressing questions:
• Where have all of these students gone?
• Why are they no longer attending school?
• For those students who have stopped attending, how will we get 
them back?
• For those who have fallen behind, how will we get them caught up?
In answering some of these questions, we can do little more 
than speculate. Given the difficult economic times, it’s likely that 
many families have moved and thus lost contact with their school 
communities. For others, there has been a legitimate fear of going 
to school due to the risk of illness. The lack of technology may have 

led to frustration for other students and frustration often leads to 
non-attendance.
What’s more important is figuring out how to reconnect with these 
students and their families once the crisis is over. This will take a 
community effort involving school administrators, teachers and 
support staff, as well as others who provide broader services to 
children and families.
Once we reconnect with students, we need to design programs that 
help them catch up.
We need to recognize that a crisis can also be an opportunity. 
Educators have long acknowledged that not every student fits into 
the kindergarten-to-Grade-12 model. Some students, especially 
those deemed to be at-risk, simply need more time to complete 
their studies and earn their high school diploma. If we’re willing to 
extend the timeline for school completion and offer programs that 
will be effective and attractive to these students, we could improve 
our graduation rates. If we do nothing, however, we risk failing an 
entire generation.
The bottom line is that we will need to invest more in education 
due to the COVID-19 crisis. Some may argue that given the state 
of the global economy, the necessary funds aren’t available. That, 
however, would be very short-sighted. If we don’t invest in these 
young people now, we will have a large segment of the population 
that’s under-educated and difficult to employ.
By showing a willingness to invest in and adapt our educational 
systems to the needs of our children and youth in the post-pandemic 
era, we will ensure a well-trained workforce of active, taxpaying 
citizens.
The path beyond the educational crisis brought about by the 
pandemic isn’t clear but now is the time to begin planning our 
way forward.

Gerry Chidiac
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Laval launches Phase II of its ‘Biotech City’ science park project
City believes pandemic could stimulate an upswing in science research

The City of Laval says it is going ahead with a 
second phase of its Cité de la Biotech (Biotech 
City) industrial science park project, which was 
first launched with Phase I two decades ago.

Since its creation, according to the city, Biotech 
City has seen phenomenal growth.

$1 billion in investment
Based on this success, Laval says it is launching 

Phase II of the real estate development project 
with more than 100,000 square metres to become 
available on the current grounds of the Institut 
national de la recherche scientifique (INRS).

The city says that Phase II of Biotech City will be 
ready to welcome businesses in the life sciences 
sector, and biomedicine in particular (vaccines, 
antibodies, proteins, cell therapies). Laval antici-
pates investments of over $1 billion and the 
creation of 7,500 new jobs over the next decade 
through this development project.

Meeting objectives
“There can be no doubt that this promisingly 

innovative project meets Ville de Laval’s object-
ives with regard to economic recovery and the 
acceleration of major projects,” said Laval exec-
utive-committee vice-president Stéphane Boyer, 
who is city councillor for Duvernay-Pont Viau and 
responsible for economic development dossiers.

Located near the Metro and downtown Laval, 
Phase II of Biotech City, according to the City of 
Laval, should be an ideal location to offer compan-

ies and workers an environment to complement 
the initial Phase I site. “We are very pleased to 
further our collaboration with INRS, one of our 
long-time partners,” Boyer said.

A growing demand
The city considers Biotech City Phase II to be a 

major project and expects the expansion will make 
it possible to meet a high demand for development 
space in the biotechnology sector. The city believes 
the pandemic has increased the need for resources 
offered to this critical sector. Laval says Phase II 
of Biotech City will bring together entrepreneurs, 
researchers and employees who will be able to 
collaborate in one location and foster innovation.

The city maintains that the life sciences sector 
is one of Laval’s major economic drivers. With 
a large pool of world-class companies, the city 
says Biotech City will be an attractive location 
for multinational companies with off-continent 
home bases to set up operations in North America.

The INRS is on board
“The INRS is proud to partner with Ville de Laval 

to promote the development of high-tech compan-
ies,” said Luc-Alain Giraldeau, CEO of INRS. “This 
initiative is part of our mission to contribute to 
developing our society through research. Phase II 
of Biotech City will allow INRS teams to multiply 
research partnerships in currently critical sectors.”

The City of Laval says it has two tax credit 
programs available for real estate owners who 
wish to undertake major construction projects. 
Land in Biotech City is eligible for these programs.

Here are some quick facts about Biotech City:
• Expected to create 5,500 jobs at over 110  

 companies and institutions operating within a  

 3 km radius;
• Home to the Centre québécois d’innovation  

 en biotechnologie (CQIB) [Quebec biotechnol 
 ogy innovation centre], the first biotech incu 
 bator in Canada (created 25 years ago);

• Home to the INRS Armand-Frappier Santé  
 Biotechnologie Research Centre;

• Offers access to a large talent pool;
• Has seen over $4.5 billion in private investments  

 since 2001;
• Has seen 4,000 new jobs created since 2001;
• Offers a 1.3 million square metre science park;
• Is home to International companies such as  

 Sanofi, GSK, Servier, Bausch Health, Roche,  
 Charles River, Altasciences and Bio-K+.

MARTIN C. BARRY
marty@newsfirst.ca

The City of Laval issued this concept drawing of what Phase II of Biotech City could look like in the 
future. (Photo: Courtesy of City of Laval)

The City of Laval believes 
the pandemic has 

increased the demand 
for scientific research 

resources of the kind that 
will be made available in 
Phase II at Biotech City

Mayor of Laval

DEMERS
Marc NICHOLAS BORNE

Laval-les-Îles
Associate member to  
the executive committee

SANDRA DESMEULES
Concorde-Bois-de-Boulogne
Executive committee member

YANNICK LANGLOIS
L’Orée-des-Bois

RAY KHALIL
Sainte-Dorothée
Executive committee member

CHRISTIANE YOAKIM
Val-des-Arbres

STÉPHANE BOYER
Duvernay-Pont-Viau
Deputy Mayor
Vice-president of  
the executive committee

ÉRIC MORASSE
Saint-François

SANDRA EL-HELOU
Souvenir-Labelle

ARAM ELAGOZ
Renaud

VASILIOS  
KARIDOGIANNIS
L’Abord-à-Plouffe

ALINE DIB
Saint-Martin

JOCELYNE  
FRÉDÉRIC-GAUTHIER
Auteuil

Share your ideas at : relance@laval.ca

VIRGINIE DUFOUR
Sainte-Rose
Executive committee member

Preparing the post-pandemic.
Laval’s relaunch has begun! 
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Executive-committee allots 
$150,000 for sports support 
program

During their April 21 meeting, the members 
of the City of Laval’s executive-committee 
decided to approve the implementation 
of a new program of support for sporting 
events in Laval under the auspices of the city, 
Tourisme Laval and Sports Laval.

The executive-committee has approved a 
disbursement of $150,000 for the Programme 
de soutien aux événements sportifs (Program 
to support sporting events).

According to the executive-committee, the 
program’s purpose will be to provide support 
for sporting events during the second half of 
2021, and possibly other sports events taking 
place in 2022.

During the same executive-committee 
meeting, the members decided to allot a 
$75,000 subsidy to the Conseil régional de 
l’environnement de Laval. The subsidy is 
payable over three years ($25,000 annually). 
The CREL is seen by the executive-committee 
as a positive agent for change in environ-
mental matters in Laval.

City takes another step towards new Master Urban Plan

The City of Laval announced last week that it 
has taken yet another step towards completing 
work on its Master Urban Plan.

“Our urban planning experts set the bar 
very high and worked non-stop over the past 
three years to reach this result,” said alternate 
mayor Stéphane Boyer, vice-president of the 
executive-committee and city councillor for 
Duvernay/Pont-Viau.

Leading the way
“This work will certainly allow us to become 

positioned among the leaders in Quebec in 

the use of practical, innovative and sustainable 
urban planning practices,” he added. This is a 
project that started in 2018.

The new Master Urban Plan brings together 
all of the urban planning regulations (includ-
ing zoning, construction rules, etc.) in a form 
the city claims will be easier for most property 
owners to understand. More than 500 illustra-
tions have been added, along with explanations 
to make zoning issues easier for professionals 
and private owners to understand for construc-
tion or renovation projects.

Comes out May 3
A first version of the new publication, to be 

called Info-règlements, will be available to the 
public beginning on May 3. It will allow Laval 
residents to identify their own property through 
an interactive map, by address or by lot, in order 
to find applicable regulations. A longer version 
is expected to be released on a future date.

On March 3, the city is expected to begin the 
last phase towards adopting the new plan, with 
an online consultation. Public meetings will be 
held on May 18 and 19. Memorandums on the 
plan will then be accepted from May 3 until June 
14, followed by public consultations during the 
week of June 14.

Analysis and comments
The public consultations will be presided 

by a committee of elected officials chosen by 
the mayor, including executive-committee 
vice-president Stéphane Boyer, executive-com-
mittee member and Sainte-Rose councillor 
Virginie Dufour, and Marigot councillor Daniel 
Hébert.

Following the public consultations, the city will 
be proceeding with an analysis of the comments 
and contributions made by residents in order 
to possibly add to the plan.

Following recommendations of several 
committees overseeing the project, city coun-
cil will decide whether or not to integrate the 
recommendations into the new plan.

A report on the consultation process will be 

made public at that time. The new Master Urban 
Plan will come into effect after being adopted 
by city council.
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New CSSL grade school 
being built on Souvenir Road
Students will share outdoor grounds with 
École internationale high school

Work is well underway on Souvenir Rd. in 
Chomedey on a new grade school being built 
by the Centre de services scolaire de Laval next 
to the CSSL’s École d’éducation internationale 
de Laval secondary school.

As one of several new school building projects 
previously announced by the CSSL, the educa-
tional services centre says the new school is 
being built to fill a need for French-language 
grade school space which has been lacking in 
Chomedey.

Sept. 2022 opening
According to the CSSL, the new building is 

expected to open in time for back-to-school in 
September 2022.

When completed, the school will have room 
for 700 students, ranging from pre-school (four 
and five years old) up to grade six.

The CSSL says the school has been designed 
to let in a maximum amount of natural light, 
in accordance with a request made by parents 
during a public consultation.

As the two schools will be located next to each 
other, they will be sharing some outdoor space 
for activities. The CSSL is expected to upgrade 
the grounds so as to include improvements to 
benefit students at the high school.

MARTIN C. BARRY
marty@newsfirst.ca

Laval holds its first-ever summit on diversity and 
ethnocultural inclusion
Work still needed to achieve equality, suggests city manager Jacques Ulysse

For the first time in its 56-year history, the City of 
Laval held a summit for diversity and ethnocultural 
inclusion on April 22, bringing together more 
than 400 participants on an online platform, while 
providing an open forum for speakers to express 
what were at times some very frank views.

Led by Francophone radio and TV host Rebecca 
Makonnen, the guest list included Quebec 
Minister for International Relations Nadine 
Girault, Environment and Anti-Racism Minister 
Benoit Charette, Sainte-Rose MNA Christopher 
Skeete, Mayor Marc Demers, executive-committee 
vice-president Stéphane Boyer and city councillor 
for Auteuil Jocelyne Frédéric-Gauthier.

D-G Ulysse speaks
While the provincial ministers, the mayor and 

other elected officials delivered remarks shed-
ding light on the issues, a highlight of the meeting 
turned out to be an address by Laval director-gen-
eral Jacques Ulysse, the city’s first Black general 
manager. Hired by Mayor Marc Demers three 
years ago, Ulysse grew up in Laval.

Although Laval is regarded today as one of the 
province’s most culturally diversified communities, 
Ulysse recounted that while growing up in Laval he 
was the only Black person at his grade-school, in 
high-school and while participating in team sports.

More efforts needed
“I am pleased to see that many years later, the 

City of Laval has truly become a diversified city,” 
said Ulysse, noting that in recent years the city 
has accelerated the pace to make greater efforts 
than ever to reach out to cultural minorities, while 
attempting to give them a stronger voice.

Quoting from a mission statement defining 
Laval’s aspirations over the next 20 years, Ulysse 
suggested that a fair amount of work still needs 

to be done to even the playing field for people of 
all races and cultural backgrounds.

Intention to action
While noting some key words in the mission 

statement referring to “aspirations which reflect 
the population,” he said that as director-general 
he was in a position to see that, despite the good 
intentions, “we’re not there yet, and we will have 
to double up our efforts in the coming years to 
get there. But believe me: the leadership and the 
will are there.”

The summit provided an opportunity for City of 
Laval employees and department heads to show-
case the various programs and efforts they’ve made 
in recent years to create a more accommodating 
environment for the many ethnic and cultural 
minorities that make their home in Laval.

‘The right track,’ Demers said
“For Laval, the holding of this event was import-

ant for two reasons,” Mayor Demers said. “Firstly, 
one purpose of this summit was to bring together 
citizens and partners around the issues raised by 
immigration, inclusion and ethnocultural diversity.

“Secondly, it allowed us to make an accounting of 
our achievements, including an assessment of what 
we have achieved in more than five years, while 
demonstrating clearly that we are on the right track 
towards actively favouring citizen participation 
and social inclusion.”

A ‘responsibility,’ said Boyer
Stéphane Boyer noted that Laval is currently the 

second most important city in Quebec for taking 
in immigrants. At the same time, he pointed out 
that the city has set aside $1 million this year alone 
on programs to encourage inclusion and diversity.

“This reality comes with a responsibility: that 
we do everything to make our city a model for 
living together,” he said. “And this with the constant 
support our partners and employees. This summit 
was an opportunity to renew our sense of deter-
mination to work towards favoring inclusion while 
struggling against discrimination.”

MARTIN C. BARRY
marty@newsfirst.ca

Mayor Marc Demers said the summit was useful 
in bringing together people from different 
backgrounds, while also allowing the city 
to explain the progress it has made towards 
achieving inclusion and racial diversity.

City of Laval director-general Jacques Ulysse 
speaks during the city’s first summit for divers-
ity and ethnocultural inclusion on April 22.
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When did the vaccination campaign start? 
COVID-19 vaccination in Québec began in December 2020 with the delivery of the first 
vaccine doses. Because the availability of vaccine is limited, categories of people deemed 
at higher risk of developing COVID-19 complications have been given priority. As more 
vaccine becomes available in Canada, the categories of recipients will be extended. 

Order of priority of recipients of COVID-19 vaccines 
  1   Vulnerable people and people with a significant loss of autonomy who live  

in residential and long-term care centres (CHSLDs) or in intermediate and  
family-type resources (RI-RTFs)

  2   Workers in the health and social services network who have contact with users

  3   Autonomous or semi-autonomous people who live in private seniors’ homes  
(RPAs) or in certain closed residential facilities for older adults

  4   Isolated and remote communities

  5   People 80 years of age or older

  6   People 70 to 79 years of age

  7   People 60 to 69 years of age

  8   Adults under 60 years of age who have a chronic disease or health problem  
that increases the risk of complications of COVID-19

  9   Adults under 60 years of age who do not have a chronic disease or health problem 
that increases the risk of complications, but who provide essential services and 
have contact with users

  10   Everyone else in the general population at least 16 years of age

What supply strategy was used to acquire the vaccines? 
The Government of Canada signed advance purchase agreements for seven promising 
COVID-19 vaccines with the following companies: AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, 
Medicago, Moderna, Novavax, Pfizer and Sanofi Pasteur/GlaxoSmithKline. The purchases 
are conditional upon approval of these vaccines by Health Canada. 

To date, the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines have been approved for distribution  
in Canada. Soon, other vaccines from these companies will be used to speed up  
COVID-19 vaccination.

There are many reasons to 
get vaccinated, including 
protecting ourselves from 
the complications and 
dangers caused by 
infectious diseases, but 
also to stop the return of 
infectious diseases that 
are avoidable through 
vaccination.

The COVID-19 vaccination 
campaign now underway  
is aimed at preventing 
serious complications  
and death from COVID-19. 
We also use vaccination  
as a way of protecting  
our healthcare system  
and getting back to a 
more normal life.

Québec.ca/COVIDvaccine

 1 877 644-4545

How do COVID-19  
vaccines work?
When someone receives the vaccine against 
the virus that causes COVID-19, their body 
starts to defend itself against the virus. An 
immune reaction occurs which neutralizes 
the virus producing antibodies and activating 
defense cells.

Most COVID-19 vaccines in development 
prompt the production of antibodies to block 
protein S; the protein that allows the virus 
to infect the human body. This prevents the 
virus from entering and infecting human cells. 

The virus that causes COVID-19 is composed 
of strands of ribonucleic acid (RNA)  
genetic material surrounded by  
a crown-like envelope with 
proteins that include the S 
(spike) protein, hence the 
name “coronavirus.”

What side effects can 
be expected from injection 
with the COVID-19 vaccine? 
Some minor side effects may occur, such 
as redness or pain at the injection site and 
fatigue, fever or chills. These symptoms are 
less common among vaccine recipients over 
the age of 55, are usually benign and do not 
last long. 

As of now there are no known serious side 
effects from mRNA vaccines. While other 
random problems may arise, such as a cold 
or gastroenteritis, they are not related to the 
vaccine per se.

Because the vaccine does not contain 
the SARS-CoV-2 virus, it is not capable of 
causing COVID-19. However, people who 
come into contact with the virus in the days 
leading up to their vaccination or within 14 
days of receiving the vaccination could still 
develop symptoms and get the COVID-19 
disease. 

As such, following health measures remains 
important until such time as a majority of  
the population has been vaccinated. 

Why did it take 40 years  
to develop a flu vaccine  
but only nine months for 
one against COVID-19? 
Past efforts, particularly during the SARS 
epidemic in 2003, advanced coronavirus 
vaccine research and accelerated the fight 
against COVID-19. 

There are currently over 50 COVID-19 
vaccines undergoing clinical trials around the 
world, the result of unprecedented scientific 
cooperation. Considerable financial and 
human resources have been invested in  
the development of vaccines that meet 
regulatory requirements in such a short  
span of time. 

Public health and regulatory authorities 
in many countries, including Canada, are 
working hard to ensure that as many safe 
and effective COVID-19 vaccines as possible 
become quickly available to their populations.

Why are two vaccine  
doses required? 
The second dose “reminds” the immune 
system to continue producing antibodies 
and ensures long-term protection. In current 
circumstances, where COVID-19 is spreading 
very fast, administration of the second dose 
may be delayed somewhat to be able to 
vaccinate more people with the first dose.

What types of COVID-19 
vaccines are being studied? 
There are three types of vaccine currently 
being studied.

1  mRNA vaccines: These vaccines contain 
part of the RNA of the virus which has 
the ability to make the S protein located 
on the surface of the virus. Once the 
RNA messenger is inside our cells, they 
make proteins similar to those on the 
surface of the virus using the instructions 
provided by the RNA messenger. 
Our immune system recognizes that 
this protein is foreign and produces 
antibodies to defend itself against it.  
The RNA fragment is quickly destroyed 
by cells. There is no risk that this RNA 
will alter our genes.

2  Viral vector vaccines: These contain 
a weakened version of a virus that is 
harmless to humans. Once in the body, 
the vaccine enters our cells and gives 
them instructions to make protein S. 
Our immune system recognizes that 
this protein is foreign and produces 
antibodies to defend itself against it. 
Once in the body, the vaccine enters our 
cells and gives them instructions to make 
protein S. Our immune system recognizes 
that this protein is foreign and produces 
antibodies to defend itself against it.

3  Protein subunit vaccines: These contain 
non-infectious fragments of proteins 
that mimic the envelope of the virus. 
Our immune system recognizes that 
this protein is foreign and produces 
antibodies to defend itself against it.

Will an mRNA vaccine  
alter our genetic code? 
 No.  Messenger RNA does not enter the 
cell’s nucleus or come into contact with the 
nucleic DNA. As such, it cannot alter our DNA 
in any way.

We all want to  
know more about  
COVID-19 vaccination    
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When did the vaccination campaign start? 
COVID-19 vaccination in Québec began in December 2020 with the delivery of the first 
vaccine doses. Because the availability of vaccine is limited, categories of people deemed 
at higher risk of developing COVID-19 complications have been given priority. As more 
vaccine becomes available in Canada, the categories of recipients will be extended. 

Order of priority of recipients of COVID-19 vaccines 
  1   Vulnerable people and people with a significant loss of autonomy who live  

in residential and long-term care centres (CHSLDs) or in intermediate and  
family-type resources (RI-RTFs)

  2   Workers in the health and social services network who have contact with users

  3   Autonomous or semi-autonomous people who live in private seniors’ homes  
(RPAs) or in certain closed residential facilities for older adults

  4   Isolated and remote communities

  5   People 80 years of age or older

  6   People 70 to 79 years of age

  7   People 60 to 69 years of age

  8   Adults under 60 years of age who have a chronic disease or health problem  
that increases the risk of complications of COVID-19

  9   Adults under 60 years of age who do not have a chronic disease or health problem 
that increases the risk of complications, but who provide essential services and 
have contact with users

  10   Everyone else in the general population at least 16 years of age

What supply strategy was used to acquire the vaccines? 
The Government of Canada signed advance purchase agreements for seven promising 
COVID-19 vaccines with the following companies: AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, 
Medicago, Moderna, Novavax, Pfizer and Sanofi Pasteur/GlaxoSmithKline. The purchases 
are conditional upon approval of these vaccines by Health Canada. 

To date, the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines have been approved for distribution  
in Canada. Soon, other vaccines from these companies will be used to speed up  
COVID-19 vaccination.

There are many reasons to 
get vaccinated, including 
protecting ourselves from 
the complications and 
dangers caused by 
infectious diseases, but 
also to stop the return of 
infectious diseases that 
are avoidable through 
vaccination.

The COVID-19 vaccination 
campaign now underway  
is aimed at preventing 
serious complications  
and death from COVID-19. 
We also use vaccination  
as a way of protecting  
our healthcare system  
and getting back to a 
more normal life.

Québec.ca/COVIDvaccine

 1 877 644-4545

How do COVID-19  
vaccines work?
When someone receives the vaccine against 
the virus that causes COVID-19, their body 
starts to defend itself against the virus. An 
immune reaction occurs which neutralizes 
the virus producing antibodies and activating 
defense cells.

Most COVID-19 vaccines in development 
prompt the production of antibodies to block 
protein S; the protein that allows the virus 
to infect the human body. This prevents the 
virus from entering and infecting human cells. 

The virus that causes COVID-19 is composed 
of strands of ribonucleic acid (RNA)  
genetic material surrounded by  
a crown-like envelope with 
proteins that include the S 
(spike) protein, hence the 
name “coronavirus.”

What side effects can 
be expected from injection 
with the COVID-19 vaccine? 
Some minor side effects may occur, such 
as redness or pain at the injection site and 
fatigue, fever or chills. These symptoms are 
less common among vaccine recipients over 
the age of 55, are usually benign and do not 
last long. 

As of now there are no known serious side 
effects from mRNA vaccines. While other 
random problems may arise, such as a cold 
or gastroenteritis, they are not related to the 
vaccine per se.

Because the vaccine does not contain 
the SARS-CoV-2 virus, it is not capable of 
causing COVID-19. However, people who 
come into contact with the virus in the days 
leading up to their vaccination or within 14 
days of receiving the vaccination could still 
develop symptoms and get the COVID-19 
disease. 

As such, following health measures remains 
important until such time as a majority of  
the population has been vaccinated. 

Why did it take 40 years  
to develop a flu vaccine  
but only nine months for 
one against COVID-19? 
Past efforts, particularly during the SARS 
epidemic in 2003, advanced coronavirus 
vaccine research and accelerated the fight 
against COVID-19. 

There are currently over 50 COVID-19 
vaccines undergoing clinical trials around the 
world, the result of unprecedented scientific 
cooperation. Considerable financial and 
human resources have been invested in  
the development of vaccines that meet 
regulatory requirements in such a short  
span of time. 

Public health and regulatory authorities 
in many countries, including Canada, are 
working hard to ensure that as many safe 
and effective COVID-19 vaccines as possible 
become quickly available to their populations.

Why are two vaccine  
doses required? 
The second dose “reminds” the immune 
system to continue producing antibodies 
and ensures long-term protection. In current 
circumstances, where COVID-19 is spreading 
very fast, administration of the second dose 
may be delayed somewhat to be able to 
vaccinate more people with the first dose.

What types of COVID-19 
vaccines are being studied? 
There are three types of vaccine currently 
being studied.

1  mRNA vaccines: These vaccines contain 
part of the RNA of the virus which has 
the ability to make the S protein located 
on the surface of the virus. Once the 
RNA messenger is inside our cells, they 
make proteins similar to those on the 
surface of the virus using the instructions 
provided by the RNA messenger. 
Our immune system recognizes that 
this protein is foreign and produces 
antibodies to defend itself against it.  
The RNA fragment is quickly destroyed 
by cells. There is no risk that this RNA 
will alter our genes.

2  Viral vector vaccines: These contain 
a weakened version of a virus that is 
harmless to humans. Once in the body, 
the vaccine enters our cells and gives 
them instructions to make protein S. 
Our immune system recognizes that 
this protein is foreign and produces 
antibodies to defend itself against it. 
Once in the body, the vaccine enters our 
cells and gives them instructions to make 
protein S. Our immune system recognizes 
that this protein is foreign and produces 
antibodies to defend itself against it.

3  Protein subunit vaccines: These contain 
non-infectious fragments of proteins 
that mimic the envelope of the virus. 
Our immune system recognizes that 
this protein is foreign and produces 
antibodies to defend itself against it.

Will an mRNA vaccine  
alter our genetic code? 
 No.  Messenger RNA does not enter the 
cell’s nucleus or come into contact with the 
nucleic DNA. As such, it cannot alter our DNA 
in any way.

We all want to  
know more about  
COVID-19 vaccination    
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MATURE L I F E

Guarding against 
malnutrition
Seniors are at risk for malnutrition. Though their need 
for nutrients remains largely the same as when they 
were younger, their need for energy, and therefore 
their appetite, decreases with age. Here are a few 
things seniors can do to fend off malnutrition.

You’ve probably heard of pet therapy, a type of animal 
assisted intervention used to improve a patient’s 
social, emotional and cognitive functioning. It’s 
been shown to be particularly helpful for seniors. 
But what you may not realize is that using robotic 
cats and dogs may be just as effective. Here’s what 
you should know about battery-powered pets.

The benefits of 

robot 
pet 

An initiative created by Agape
3860 blvd Notre-Dame, 

(elevator to the 3rd floor)  Suite # 305 
Laval, QC H7V 1S1

*large parking lot on side of building

450 934-1122 

Come and enjoy the activities!
Open Monday to Friday 

from 9:45am to 4pm 

WELCOME TO ALL !
Laval English-Speaking

Senior's Wellness Center

Health presentations, resources, organized trips, iPad 
courses, activities, referrals, and more! ALL IN ENGLISH!

The office is closed to the public during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
but we are still providing some services for our seniors:-

Senior Wellness
Center

For Laval English-speaking seniors 55+

Call us at: 450-934-1122

 Online virtual activities (chat groups) 
 Distributing important COVID-19 updates 
 Returning all emails and phone messages 
 Possible food delivery for isolated seniors 
 
Call us and leave  
a message.  
We WILL call  
you back.

Cats, dogs and dinosaurs
Thanks to advances in artificial intelligence, today’s robot pets 
employ motion sensors to simulate surprisingly realistic behav-
iours. They, purr, wag their tails, blink, vocalize and respond when 
petted. 

One upside of adopting robot pets over real ones is that you’re not 
limited to common domestic animals. Aside from cats and dogs, 
you can purchase seals and even dinosaurs. Additionally, robotic 
animals won’t trigger allergic reactions. They also ne¬ver get sick, 
don’t need to be fed and won’t leave you unpleasant surprises on 
the carpet.

Reducing loneliness
Owning a cat, dog or other pet can help seniors combat social 
isolation. Similarly, interacting with robot pets provides social 
benefits. They’re great conversation starters and encourage exchan-
ges among residents in retirement homes, possibly because they 
remind people of pets they might have owned in the past. 

A soothing presence
Robot pets can help stressed or anxious seniors to relax. They’ve also 
been shown to alleviate distress in patients with dementia. In some 
ca¬ses, they can help reverse language loss and may reduce the need 
for medication. Finally, they promote healthier lifestyles by giving 
seniors a reason to move and can sometimes help families connect.

Robot pets usually cost bet¬ween $150 and $200, which make them a 
relatively affordable way to put a smile on a loved one’s face.

• Have regular weigh-ins. Weight gain 
or loss can be difficult to notice, as it 
typically happens gradually. Seniors 
should make a habit of weighing 
themselves at least once a month. 
Any weight loss of more than five 
per cent of their body weight during 
a period of six months or less needs 
attention.

• Watch for red flags. Besides weight 
loss, malnutrition can cause tired-
ness and irritability, slow healing of 
wounds and the feeling of always 
being cold.

• Understand the side effects of 
medications. Many drugs affect 
appetite, digestion and nutrient 
absorption.

Remedies for malnutrition include 
exercising regularly to stimulate the 
appetite, adding more herbs and 
spices to meals to enhance flavour 
and taking supplements (if recom-
mended by a doctor).

If you think you or a loved one is 
suffering from malnutrition, see a 
physician right away. Malnutrition 
has a number of serious conse-
quences, including a weakened 
immune system (increasing the 
possibility for contracting infections) 
and a heightened risk for falling 
and getting fractures due to muscle 
weakness and decreased bone 
mass. A doctor will help you form 
an appropriate care plan to get your 
health back on track.

PHOTO: AGELESS INNOVATION LLC / joyforall.com
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System Includes:
• 1 x Alexor 9155 main alarm unit
• 1 x WT5500 wireless 2 way keypad
• 1 x WS4904P wireless motion detector
• 2 x WS4945 wireless door/window sensors
• 1 x WT4989 wireless 2 way  key chain remote with icon display
•1  x battery backup, power supply, telephone jack
• Incl. 1 year monitoring

(514) 289-8585
20 years at your service!

Burglar • Fire • Cameras • Intercoms $49999

ALARM SYSTEM INSTALLATION + 
12 MONTHS MONITORING!

Laval Police Department officers who took part in a dangerous rescue 
operation following a spectacular multiple-vehicle accident on Autoroute 
440 in August 2019 were among 17 LPD agents who were presented 
with medals recently in recognition of their valor and courage in the 
line of duty.

Some of the LPD officers who intervened at the A-440 accident say 
they remain traumatized by what they experienced on that day at the 
notorious and accident-prone junction between the A-15 and the A-440 
nearly two years ago.

On the afternoon of Aug. 5 2019, a 10-wheel truck was speeding along 
the A-440 and was unable to slow down before colliding with a long 
line of traffic leading onto a ramp towards the A-15. In the ensuing 
carnage and fires which broke out, four people died and 15 others were 
seriously injured.

LPD officers Michael Tremblay and Valérie Laverdure were both on 
the scene that fateful day. While both were horrified by the sound of 
explosions and cries of terror by motorists trapped in vehicles, neither 
of them hesitated to do their best to extract victims from the wreckage 
as best they could.

During the same awards ceremony, LPD officials also handed out medals 
for bravery to LPD officers who took part in a water rescue operation on 
July 17 2019. That evening, 911 received a call concerning an individual 
trapped in water near a hydro electric dam along the Rivière des Prairies.

Following some careful maneuvering around a whirlpool near the dam 
that the person was at risk of falling into, the LPD officers were able to 
bring their rescue boat around, throw a rope with a flotation device 
attached, and haul the endangered person to safety.

In all during the awards ceremony, the LPD handed out medals to 
officers David Chalifoux, Émy Bourgeois, Éric Dudka, Guillaume 
Labelle, Gabrielle Ferland, Julien Ouellet, Steve Bussière Bernard, Maude 
Cartwright, Guillaume Beaudet and Jean-Michel Biron.

Medals were also presented to LPD officers  Berthier 
Charbonneau, Michael Tremblay, Charles Renaud, Jessie Martel, Valérie 
Laverdure, Francis Bérubé and Loïc Clavreul.

LPD officers presented medals for bravery and courage

LPD investigating alleged cryptocurrency fraud, following losses
The Laval Police Department and the 

Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) have 
opened investigations into an alleged crypto-
currency fraud involving a resident of Laval.

The inquiry revolves around a relatively 
new cryptocurrency, the Marsan Exchange 
Token (or MRS), which was launched by 
22-year-old Laval resident Antoine Marsan.

An investigation by a Montreal daily 
revealed that at least 15 investors, some as 
young as 16 and as old as 20, bought into 
the MRS cryptocurrency, with investments 
ranging from $1,000 to $50,000, only to lose 
90 per cent over two days. The total value of 
MRS reached $10 million at one point, then 
subsequently dropped to $2 million.

Quebec’s Autorité des marchés financiers 
(AMF) is investigating the possibility that 

a “pump and dump” scheme was used to 
manipulate the value upwards, and that an 
as yet unidentified investor with a significant 
holding of the cryptocurrency then cashed 
out, before the value fell.

According to the AMF, the scheme involved 
the use of a cryptocurrency promotion 
agency, which makes recommendations on 
investments to more than 2,000 members, 
as well as a network of online “influencers” 
spreading the word about MRS through 
social media.

While the value of an MRS token reached 
$5.14 at one point, in a single day the value 
fell to 0.42. After the majority owner began 
selling when the value peaked, a generalized 
selloff was triggered among the other MRS 
holders.

MRS value history...
It is very interesting to see the devaluation 

“history” of this cryptocurrency.
March 1st : Cryptocurrency  launched at 

$0,06.
March 25th : MRS cryptocurrency 

mentionned on Crypto Paradise
April 6 : value increase to $ 1,84/448 

members
April 14 : value at $1,55 $ /672 members
April 16 : value at $3,02 $ /1289 members
April 17 : value picked at $5,14/2036 

members
April 18 : value down to $0,54/3470 

members
April 20 : value more down at $0,19 for 

3337 members

LPD officer Michael Tremblay received an award from the 
force in recognition of his courage while intervening in the 
tragic Aug. 5 2019 car and truck collision on the A-440 which 
caused numerous deaths and injuries.

LPD officer Valérie Laverdure was recognized by the force for 
her courage intervening during the Aug. 5 A-440 accident 
two years ago with a medal for her bravery.
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Serving the community for over 25 years...

Monday to Friday 8:00 am to 7:00 pm   
Saturday 8:00 am to 1:00 pm

For your entire dental needs call : 

450-682-3921
4375, Notre-Dame, suite 7, Laval 

(corner Elizabeth)

Our priority is your healthy smile...Centre Dentaire

Dental Center
Notre-Dame

Chirurgien dentiste / Dental Surgeon
Dr. Savas Fortis, DDS

All That’s Left Is            
Goodbye

My boyfriend was married to 
a psycho for 30 years. She stole 
over $100,000 from his company 
accounts and didn’t file personal 
or business taxes for five years! She 

wrote herself checks and kept no receipts.

     When they separated six years ago, their 
children were grown, and I was in the picture. 
She vandalized my Jeep and followed me. 
She found out where I worked and phoned 
me 30 times a day.

     Over a three-year period, I filed five police 
reports and got a restraining order. Even the 
police were getting exasperated. All the while 
my boyfriend was still talking to her! He told 
me many times he would stop because there 
was huge drama with her and I couldn’t deal 
with it.

     A couple of years ago, he changed his 
number because I said I couldn’t handle 
them talking. He promised, if she discovered 
his phone number, he would change it as 
many times as needed for my sake.

     Eight months ago, we bought a beautiful 
house and she is still calling. He says he can’t 
be mean to her, and he now refuses to change 
his phone number.

     I am starting to hate him. Before we bought 
the house, I told him the only thing important 
to me is keeping her as far away as possible. 
Now he thinks I’m overreacting.

     The other day, when he told me he wasn’t 
going to change his number, I heard her voice 
and I lost it. I was livid! I don’t know what 
else I can say to him. I don’t know how long 
I can live there, yet I would hate to lose it all!

My mind won’t let me calm down 
about her. I was honest with him 
from the beginning and said I 
would never be okay with it. It 
seems like it doesn’t matter to him.

     Misty

Misty, the author Simon Sinek became 
well known by encouraging people to ask 
themselves a simple question: what is your 
why? Why do you get up in the morning? 
Why do you do what you do? Why are you 
living the life you live?

     In the same spirit, we ask you two things. 
What is his why? What is your why?

     Perhaps your boyfriend is one of those men 
who are attracted to crazy. He has a toleration 
for her after all those years together. It must 
seem like a radical change not to live in the 
same house with this woman. His life went 
from 100% crazy to 50% crazy.

     But every year you stayed with him made 
it harder for you to go. Each year proved to 
him that you could deal with things as they 
were. When people don’t get consequences, 
they know they don’t have to change. That’s 
why, when errors persist in our life, we have 
to eat the blame and take responsibility for 
what happened.

     If there is no consequence for not paying 
your bills, then why pay them? If your kids 
have a 9 p.m. curfew and don’t come home 
until 10—and you do nothing—you just gave 
them a new curfew time.

     So the question becomes, what is your why? 
Why have you stayed? The answer cannot 
be love because he is actively involved with 
someone who harms you.

     One police report might not have been 
enough for you to leave. But five? The police 
got sick of both sides of this, and the man you 
live with still isn’t protecting you.

     Buying a house with him was self-
punishment, it became one more reason not 
to leave, and you proved to him that he need 
not change. He knows you won’t leave. He 
probably knows why you won’t leave, whether 
it is money, lifestyle, or something else.

     Ask yourself, what is my why? And if you 
can’t come up with an answer, then ask him.

     Wayne & Tamara

Wayne & Tamara Mitchell are the authors of YOUR OTHER HALF (www.yourotherhalf.
com) • Send letters to: Direct Answers, PO 964 Springfield, MO 65801-0964 or email: 
DirectAnswers@WayneAndTamara.com

?Direct 
Answers
  From Wayne & Tamara

Q

A

4 
ways 

to make the most 
of a small yard

1. FURNISH WISELY
Multifunctional pieces are ideal 
for small areas. For example, a 
sturdy deck box can be used as 
both storage and seating. Modu-
lar furniture is another option, 
as it can easily be rearranged 
and adapted to suit awkward 
spaces. 

2. DESIGN VERTICALLY
Growing vines up a wall, fence 
or trellis is a great way to add 
greenery to your yard without 
using up a lot of floor space. 
You can also hang planters, 
string fairy lights, install a tree 
swing and store garden tools on 
hooks along the fence
.
3. USE CORNERS
Nooks and crannies have a lot of 
potential, so use them wisely. In-
crease your seating with a woo-

den corner bench or take advan-
tage of an unusual angle to 
high light a decorative piece 
such as a sculpture, shrub or 
fountain.

4. CREATE DEPTH
If you have a narrow yard, opt 
for long, thin pavers rather than 
square ones to draw your eye 
toward the back of the yard. Al-
ternatively, create a winding 
path to make the space appear 
wider. Place plants with small, 
dark foliage at the rear of your 
garden, and choose red, orange 
and yellow flowers with big, 
bold leaves for the front.

Find everything you need 
to make the most of a small 
yard at your local garden 
centre and hardware store.

If you have a small 
yard, landscaping 

can be a challenge. 
Here are four tips to help 
you maximize your space 

and create an outdoor oasis.

THIS WEEK’S TIP
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ClassifiedsWEDNESDAY before publication at 1 p.m. 
Deadline:
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WE BUY GOLD AND DIAMONDS

Same address since 1989
1799, boul. Curé-Labelle,  
Chomedey (North of St-Martin)

Before selling 
elsewhere,  

come see us!
Mon. to Wed. - 10am to 5:30pm

Thurs. and Fri. - 10am to 7:00pm
Saturday - 9am to noon

Sunday - Closed

- For over 38 years -

solutionrl.com
*No price by phone

450-681-1363

Notice is hereby given that Nicolas FOSCOLOS (the “Deceased”), domiciled in his lifetime at 767 
Drummond Avenue, in Laval, province of Quebec, H7W 4H2, died at Laval, on March 9th, 2019. 
An inventory of the Deceased’s property has been made in accordance with the law and can be 
consulted by interested parties at the offices of Mtre Angie PELONIS, Notary, located at 1675, 
Route Transcanadienne, suite 125, Dorval, Quebec, H9P 1J1.
Given on this 26th day of April 2021, in Dorval, Quebec.
Mtre Angie PELONIS, Notary

George Tellides Carol DerosSoula Tellides
514-927-3721

Chartered Real Estate Broker
514-258-1829

Real Estate Broker
514-258-8845

Real Estate Broker

NDG Bright corner unit  with huge windows 
allowing full natural light from dawn to dusk. 
Ideally situated between Monkland Village and 
Hampstead. 10 min walk from Monkland cafes 
& shops as well as Provigo & IGA, 10 min walk 
to Hampstead park. Steps from bus 51 and 66, 
15 min walk to Snowdon and Villa Maria metro, 
accessible family friendly neighborhood!

New Bordeaux for rent  Beautiful 2 bedroom 
condo for rent in an excellent location, large living 
room, 2 good size bedrooms, new counter tops 
and backsplash in kitchen, freshly painted, very 
clean and well maintained building. Includes 1 
indoor parking spot. Available immediately!!!

Pierrefonds Large 6 1/2 for rent  newer 
construction (2004) available immediately 
excellent location just steps from Pierrefonds 
Blvd renovated kitchen with granite countertops 
parquet floors master bedroom with ensuite 
bathroom and walk in closet 2 full baths and 1 
powder/laundry room in basement 2 car garage 
and 2 car exterior parking included

Ideally situated!

Available immediately!

Excellent Location!

Yummy Wheat Berry Bowl
This recipe is inspired from Koliva, a dish based on boiled wheat that is used 

liturgically in the Eastern Orthodox Church for commemorations of the dead.
This Greek Traditional recipe is an awesome Superfood! Perfect for dessert or breakfast, full of 

antioxidants and other health benefits. It’s also vegan and even though traditionally powdered 
sugar is used; you can omit it or add natural sweeteners such as honey or agave. NOTE: Something 
you should be aware of when making koliva is the bacterium called Bacillus cereus, which can 
lead to food poisoning.  This bacillus is a bacterium found in cereal and under certain conditions, 
it can multiply very quickly. There are two things you should keep in mind if you want to avoid any 
unpleasant situations. Add the sweetener only before serving and store in the fridge any koliva you 
have left. This is the reason why the typical Greek koliva is first covered with the flour and then with 
the sugar. That way the sugar doesn’t come in contact with the wheat berries.

Please don’t think of this recipe ghoulish ... it’s actually delicious and worth making on any occasion!
In some countries, though not in Greece, it is consumed on nonreligious occasions as well.
Koliva is derived from the Classical Greek word meaning small coin or small gold weight. When 

you eat this, It totally feels like a treasure! In the Eastern Orthodox Church, koliva is blessed during 
funerals, as well as during the memorial service that is performed at various intervals after a person’s 
death and on special occasions, such as the Saturday of Souls. It may also be used on the first Friday 
of Great Lent, at Slavas, or at mnemosyna in the Christmas meal.

While recipes may vary widely, the primary ingredient is wheat kernels which have been boiled 
until they are soft, they are drained very well and spread on a cloth to be just moist, and then sweet-
ened with honey or sugar. Koliva also contains some or all of the following: wheat, sesame seeds, 
almonds, ground walnuts, cinnamon, sugar, pomegranate seeds, raisins, anise and parsley.

In this recipe you can add or omit anything you like. If you prefer it savoury, then omit the sweeter 
ingredients with vegetables and use oil/ vinegar for the dressing. I prefer the sweet version and 
eating it as a dessert. I’ve added fresh and dry fruit. Whatever you have in  
your pantry and refrigerator!

Yummy Wheat 
Berry Bowl 
This recipe omits the traditional 

flour so make sure you add any 

sweetener when serving only. 

• Basic ingredients 

• 500 g wheat berries

• 100 g sesame seeds

• 200 g almonds, blanched

• 250 g walnuts

• 2 tablespoon(s) ground cinnamon

• 1/2 teaspoon ground cloves

• 250 g raisins 

• Add the sweetener and fresh fruit as you 

are ready to consume. (I used apples and 

drizzled honey)

Method
• Add the wheat berries into a bowl and 

fill it with water. Let the wheat soak for 8-10 

hours. Discard the wheat berries that rise to 

the surface!

• Drain and boil in a pot with water, for 30-

40 minutes.

• Leave the wheat berries in the colander, 

for 1 hour, to remove the excess moisture 

and cool well.

• In a food processor, add the sesame seeds, 

the almonds, the walnuts, and process until 

they are finely ground. Add the mixture to 

the bowl.

• Add the cinnamon, the cloves, the raisins, 

fresh fruit, sweetener and mix.

• Mix and serve right away. Store the un-

used/unsweetened wheat berry in an airtight 

container and refrigerate. Up to 2 days

 and voila!

NOTICE OF CLOSURE OF INVENTORY (C.C.Q., SECTION 795 PARA. 2)
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Contact us today to place an obituary or in memoriam in our next issue  
NO CHARGE Email: production@newsfirst.ca • Tel.: 450-978-9999

In Memoriam & Obituaries
CAMILLE, HUGUES
1949 - 2021
Hugues Camille died of cardiac arrest following the worsening 
of his diabetes. Despite everything, he always remained lucid 
and attentive to those around him. Hugues was a passionate 
man who mainly expressed his passion in his two favorite 
hobbies, music and painting. He loved all types of music, 
Haitian, Caribbean, Latin American, African and Western in 
general, which he listened to at all times. 

LEGAULT TOUTEN, HERMANCE
1927 - 2021
In Pierre-Boucher Hospital in Longueuil, peacefully and serenely, 
passed away April 14, 2021, Mrs. Hermance Legault, native of 
Ste-Rose (Laval), wife of the late Georges Touten. She left us 
surrounded by her own. She is survived by her only and cherished 
daughter, Diane, her brother Jean (Marie-France), her sisters-in-
law Claire Touten and Édith Dumaresq (late Gaby Touten), her 
numerous nephews and nieces of the Legault, Touten, Matte 
and Ménard, as well as several relatives and friends. 

BÉLANGER, ALEXANDRE
1934 - 2021
It is with sadness that we announce the death of Mr. Alexandre Bélanger, 
on April 18, 2021, at the age of 86. He was the husband of Mrs. Jocelyne 
Talbot. Besides his wife, he is survived by his children Richard (Josée) 
and Johanne (André), his grandchildren Stefany (Mathieu), Maryse 
(Olivier), Éliane (Jean-Philippe), Mélissa (Camille), Yanik (Sarah -Jade) 
and Gabriel, his brothers and sisters, his brothers-in-law and sisters-in-
law, in particular Doris, Jean-Guy and their children, his nephews and 
nieces, as well as several relatives and friends. 

JEAN-GUY POULIN
1932 - 2021

At his home on April 18, at the age of 88, passed away Mr. 
Jean-Guy Poulin. He is survived by his sister Rita Poulin 
Pradet, his nephews and nieces, as well as many friends. 

Banner Ad Goes Here

There’s no magic word or miracle formula to comfort someone in mourning. However, 
if someone close to you is stricken with grief from the loss of a loved one, lending them 
a sympathetic ear when they need to talk is the best way to be supportive in their time 
of need.  

First, instead of making clichéd comments like “time heals everything” or “he or she is 
in a better place,” let them know that you’re available to listen, and respect their silence 
in the meantime. If, on the contrary, the grieving person wishes to talk, encourage them 
to reminisce about the good times they shared with the one they loved so dearly.     

On the other hand, the person grieving may need space to mourn in peace. If so, respect 
their decision by remaining patient and compassionate to their plight. Remind them that 
you’re always available to meet if they need to get their mind off things.    

In addition, don’t hesitate to offer more practical assistance. Simple gestures like pre-
paring dinner, looking after the kids or tidying up the house allow a great weight to be 
lifted off the shoulders of the bereaved. 

In short, always be present for your friend, colleague, neighbour, etc., and never judge 
their pain or suffering. If necessary, encourage them to consult a health professional 
who could offer them the necessary resources and support to overcome their heartache.

How to support a loved one in mourning

The best way to offer your support to a loved one in 
mourning is to be present in their time of need.

While it’s true that thinking about prear-
ranged funerals isn’t the happiest of jobs, it’s 
certainly an essential one. Not only does it 
enable you to discuss your wishes with your 
family, but you also find out if your plans 
meet their needs and expectations. Just 
remember that when the time comes, they’ll 
need some kind of ceremony to help them 
begin the grieving process.

A funeral organized at the last minute (the 
type of service, how much it should cost, etc.) 
can become a source of conflict for bereaved 
family members at a time when they need 
to rely on each other more than ever. By pre-
arranging your funeral service, (called a “pre-
planned funeral”), you save your loved ones 
from having to make those tough decisions 
at a difficult time. 

You also give yourself peace of mind, since 
you’re making sure your wishes are respected  
and that the ceremony is personalized. 
However, try not to leave overly detailed 
instructions;  

give some leeway to your loved ones so they 
have the possibility of getting involved in the  
organization of the funeral and expressing 
their feelings.

Do you believe that a prearranged funeral is 
unnecessary because your wishes are already 
set out in your will? Don’t forget that a will is 
often read after the funeral. That means your 
family may not be in a position to receive 
your instructions about the ceremony 
before it takes place. 

It’s important that you prearrange your 
funeral services, not just for you but for your 
loved ones as well. Maybe now is a good 
time to think about it.

Have you prearranged your funeral?

Our family...caring for yours

55 rue Gince, Montreal  |  514 228-1888 | complexeaeterna.com
• Largest viewing  
  room  in Quebec

• Personalized service  
   tailored to your needs

• Parking for 130 cars
• Full support and help

• Reception Hall / Cafeteria
• Available 24 hours - 7 days

• High quality services  
   at a much lower cost

Complexe Funéraire

ive for the momentL

Στέφανος Σβουρένος
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Coffee Break

HOW TO PLAY:
Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box 
contains the numbers 1 through 9 only once.

Each 3x3 box is outlined with a darker line. You already have a 
few numbers to get you started. Remember: You must not repeat 
the numbers 1 through 9 in the same line, column, or 3x3 box.
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Last Issues‘ Answers

The luckiest signs this week:  
ARIES, TAURUS AND GEMINI

Week of MAY 2 TO 8, 2021
HOROSCOPE

ARIES
You’ll expand your social circle. You’ll be responsible 
for organizing a professional or social event that 
brings together people you care about for an enrich-
ing experience. 

TAURUS
You’ll be able to take action on important projects 
both at work and at home. You’ll also come up with 
the down payment you need to buy a property.

GEMINI
You’ll take time to plan your next vacation. You might 
also want to take advantage of the summer to regis-
ter in a training program that will advance your career.

CANCER
Now is the time to reflect on what makes you happy 
and what you dislike. You’ll spend a lot of time weigh-
ing pros and cons. Only then will you be able to make 
the right decision.

LEO
At work, it’s possible that you’ll need to step in to re-
solve a conflict. Your personality and thought¬fulness 
will allow you to find concrete solutions that address 
all the details.

VIRGO
You’ll have a lot of work on your plate, with plenty of 
details to consider. Before summer, you’ll start a diet 
that gets quick results. You’ll be quite proud of your 
hard work.

LIBRA
Allergy season is starting, and you may experience 
some discomfort. A healthy diet will help minimize 
your symptoms as well as other ailments like heart-
burn.

SCORPIO
You might find out about a move or birth in the family. 
If your children have left home, you’ll start to seriously 
consi¬der sel¬ling your house. 

SAGITTARIUS
You won’t stand idly by if you witness some form of 
injustice. You won’t hesitate to shout it from the roof-
tops, and you’ll be¬come actively involved in trying to 
correct the situation.

CAPRICORN
Your friends will talk you into going shopping. You’ll 
also spoil yourself with a therapeutic or relaxation 
treatment that will dra¬matically improve your health.

AQUARIUS
If you’ve committed yourself to a long-term project, 
concrete results will begin to take shape. You’ll put 
together a team to support you in a personal or pro-
fessional undertaking.

PISCES
Maintaining your health requi¬res rest. You must do 
something to relax and let go before taking on any-
thing else. You’ll also need to manage your time bet-
ter.

ACROSS
1 Way off
5.Carpenter insect
8.Gorillas, e.g.
12.Give medicine to
13.Armed conflict
14.Not imagined
15.Melt
17.Brief follower
18.Chic
19.Sailed
21.Immediately, in 
medicine
23.Expected to arrive
24.Raises
26.Tibetan ox
28.Corners
32.Took to court
34.Zilch
36.Slangy assent
37.One who finishes
39.Family member
41.Bread grain
42.Lean’s opposite
44.Art ____
46.Fast cat

50.Overbearing
53.Tibetan holy man
54.Explanatory comment
56.Came to ground
57.Winter ailment
58.Flush
59.Drenches
60.Nevertheless
61.Dangerous snakes

DOWN
1. Does arithmetic
2.Aluminum wrap
3.Evaluated
4.Turn back to zero
5.Boring instrument
6.Blue or bean
7.Plod
8.Robin Hood’s talent
9.Bog product
10.Relaxation
11.Snowy-weather toy
16.Give approval to

20.Slice
22.Handbag hue
24.Employ
25.Wordplay
27.Young goat
29.Certain cans
30.Remit money to
31.That girl
33.Overcomes
35.Junior
38.Inform (on)
40.Obligation
43.Sticky confection
45.Cuban dance
46.Lobster’s appendage
47.____ and hearty
48.Give forth
49.Doughnut center
51.Come to a halt
52.Certain evergreens
55.____-of-bounds



save
$1,200

THURSDAY ONLY!  

10AM to 7PM
Baskets can now be 

purchased 
in store!

• Blueberries
• Mushrooms
• Broccoli
• Corn
• Peppers
• Grapes or Melon
• Oranges (large)
• Kiwis
• Mango
• Kale or Fennel
• Limes
• Lettuce
• Cucumber
• Red Onions
• Tomatoes
• Bananas
• Mystery item

FRUITS ET LÉGUMES

 3151-B  boul. DAGENAIS OUEST
(near Curé-Labelle) Laval, Québec  H7P 1T8 
(514) 473-4591  |  panierdufermier.ca  |  panierdufermier@gmail.com

Read what people are saying about us:
https://www.facebook.com/PanierDuFermier/

Our weekly 
customers

A value of$60+at the supermarketYou pay only $35

up to

Ordering is as easy as 1,2,3

This week’s basket:

1

2

3

Place your orders online or by  
phone before 9pm on Thursday.

or place your order on  
Facebook ($5. for delivery)

Pick up your baskets on 
Friday or Saturday

Fruits and 
Vegetables
16 to 20 Varieties

Fresh of the day at amazing prices!
Reserve yours today!

We now deliver to your home!


